Trendy Threads Wardrobe Box
You are a personal stylist for “Trendy Threads”,
an up and coming personal styling company. As a
“Trendy Threads” stylist,you use personal client
profiles to select fashionable clothing and
accessories items tailored to specific needs and
individual body types.
Step 1: Meet Your Clients!
Review the client profiles you’ve been assigned. Pay close attention to what their
specific fashion needs are and complete the t-chart based on this information.
Client Name:
Fashion Likes

Fashion Dislikes

Client Name:
Fashion Likes
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Fashion Dislikes

Step 2: Curate a Wardrobe Box
Use the website, SHOPLOOK, to curate a stylish wardrobe box for each of your clients.
Each wardrobe box contains 4 apparel items and 1 accessory piece. As a stylist, make
sure your selections compliment the client’s age, body type and profile as well as
correspond with their personal requests. In addition, presentation is everything, so be
sure to make your wardrobe box layout visually appealing. When your “box” is finished,
screenshot it or download it to your camera roll and insert it into a Google Slide.
Step 3: Stylist Notes
Write a stylist note to your client explaining why you chose the items you did for him/her.
Also, include a few tips on how the items could be styled. Stylist notes should be no
longer than 5-8 sentences. Your notes for each “box” should follow it on the next Google
Slide. A stylist note example has been provided for you…
Trendy Threads Interview Client – Rachel
I chose this beautiful blue romantic dress because it is easy to style and has a simple yet fun pattern (comfortable
and stylish!). Pair this dress with the brown wedges, and you have a look that will be perfect for a night on the
town! I also chose the pink floral top because it brings together both bright colors and floral prints and the yellow
cardigan that is the perfect pop of color for any wardrobe. Worn over a white t-shirt or button down, the yellow
cardigan completes a perfect preppy look. I chose skinny jeans for you since you mentioned that you do not know
how to style them, and I wanted to give you some ideas! Wear them with the pink floral top or yellow cardigan and
brown wedges and you have two amazing outfits. Don’t you love how the brown wedges are perfect for three
different outfits!? I hope that you look “trendy” wearing this “box” of threads styled just for you!

Step 4: Client Review
You will trade wardrobe boxes with another person who will act as the “client”. The client
will review the contents of the wardrobe box and determine if it has met their needs,
profile, and body type, taking into account their likes and dislikes. The “client” will briefly
explain why each item is being kept or returned by filling out the provided form.

Rubric
Criteria
Completed Client Fashion Likes/Dislikes
Client #1 Wardrobe Box Curation--includes4
apparel items & 1 accessory
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Present

Not Present

Client #1 Stylist Notes--descriptive notes/tips
written in 5-8 sentences
Client #2 Wardrobe Box Curation--includes4
apparel items & 1 accessory
Client #2 Stylist Notes----descriptive notes/tips
written in 5-8 sentences
Client #1 Review--brief, but specific reasons
for keeping or returning each item in the box
Client #1 Review--brief, but specific reasons
for keeping or returning each item in the box
Comments:
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